Low student turnout hinders Traffic Committee meeting

Seven students came before six Traffic Committee members last Friday to present a proposal and raise questions regarding the parking problem on campus.

Although the weather was near the 30 degree mark outside, one committee member commented that there should have been more students in attendance, saying "since nearly 70 percent of the students are cars, that means parking problems for everyone are standard."

Several ideas were thrown out for the proposal, including the possibility of installing parking meters, a graduated fine system, and the possibility of revoking parking privileges after a certain number of violations.

Of the seven students who were present, there was a particular problem finding a space to park their vehicles.

The idea of an enclosed parking lot behind the Student Center and Home Economics Cottage, between Blakeney Street and the Colgate Bowl, was also suggested.

Having an on and off-day gate, the committee decided this would have been a better idea, however, no action was taken.

The committee, headed by Dr. James Carr, assistant to the president, hopes to have its report in to the administration around April 15, with suggestions for changes in the system or for strengthening enforcement of the ones already in effect.

If the suggestions are approved, they will go into effect next fall.

Security conceals schedule

Dayan's plans stay secret

Dayan, who resigned from the Monday Press last fall, will address an audience of students, staff members Monday at 7 p.m. in the main auditorium.

That is the extent of knowledge concerning his plans.

"We can't publicise his schedule because of security," Billy Ray Cox, director of the American Studies Program, said. "All I can announce is that he will speak Monday night and that there possibly will be a reception afterward."

Cox indicated that Dayan, who is considered a possible kidnaping target of the Palestine Liberation Front, would be protected solely by his own bodyguard.

The committee's hope that local and state police authorities will assist in security while Dayan is here.

Pants ruling

Student's responses range from criticism to relief

The following students were surveyed by Elion staff members in an attempt to feel about the recent decision to wear pants. Some were happy and said "I feel more like a lady in a dress." Others were upset and said "It is practical but next year I will cooperate when they ask us to wear them."

Sophomore propane General Moore said "It's fine as long as the girls look still attractive. It makes it much easier to be a lady in a dress."

Senior Mike Pullara feels that there is a lot of people on campus who go around looking so sloppy and "it's time to be in our interest but this decision was just for the guys, so I'm not going to think about it."

"I think the campus would still look alright if we wore pants, as long as we would still be Christians."

Said history teacher Dr. Ganus, "I think that it has hurt us to wear skirts. Some girls have a hard time being up to Harding because of the dress code."

Sophomore Brenda Picker said, "I guess it is ok."

"I'm for it. Girls wear pants everywhere else."

"If it depends on the attitude; if it is done in defiance then I say no, but if it is practical I say yes," said Jan Wilment a senior.

Sophomore Rhonda Moyer said, "If nice pants are worn then it is fine, but some girls have worn grubby jeans. The way one dresses affects the way one thinks.

Sophomore Kevin Logan said, "I think the girls should be able to wear them.

Dave McCain, a senior, said, "It is great as long as they wear nice pants and not tight jeans."

"I think that it is a good idea because we've gotten along without freezing so far," said Lynn Williams, a senior at the Academy.

"I don't mind wearing dresses ... but it looks so strange for the girls to be dressed up when the guys look so sloppy."

Senior Ben Brannan said, "I prefer pants to dresses."

Freshman Anna Kroot said, "As long as the girls look nice, great. I don't like freezing."

"I have to think about the girls wearing pants before noticing," said senior W. Keith Bennett.

Junior Steve Mass said, "In my opinion Christian women should strive to be more feminine and taking advantage of it and this is the way they should look."

Senior Tonna Massey feels that the ladies on campus has said its idea of feminity of person is in a dress."

Sophomore Brenda Pickler said, "I guess it is ok."
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Poll indicates women feel dresses are 'okay'

The survey conducted this week revealed some interesting facts about the way students feel about wearing pants to class. It is significant that the women in general approve of the temporary ruling, but about 80 percent of them are favorable to wearing dresses under normal conditions. In fact, they seem to feel more positively about it than the men who were polled. While some students are pleased with the recent decision, about 65 percent think it would be appropriate for women to be allowed to wear pants year-round.

This may be saying that women in general are more concerned about their appearance, and also that if the women were allowed to wear pants on a regular basis, the men who do dress slappily wouldn't have to feel as guilty about their appearance.

Randy Kemp

Parking causes little concern

Almost everyone I know has a thing about going to club meetings, even if only to decide if jeery day should be Monday or Tuesday. Equal emphasis is put by some on going to every sports activity or other get-togethers, and there's nothing wrong with that, but when it comes to taking 10 or 15 minutes to contribute their two-cents worth to something really worthwhile, they simply won't do it.

And that's what happened last Friday afternoon. From 3:45 until 4:30, only seven students showed up at the Traffic Committee meeting, barely outnumbering the six committee members. And while some suggestions were discussed, who knows how many ideas weren't brought out because a student or faculty member thought that "someone else will be there with the same idea so there's no use in my talking." This committee's efforts can be more worthwhile if we care enough to give them our suggestions. Dr. Carr will still be glad to listen.

After all, the parking situation is everyone's problem and it won't go away if we ignore it, or wait for someone else to save it.

"Why curse the darkness . . . ?"

Practical Principles

Feelings indicate our "weakest link"

By Jerry Hones

When you were a kid did you ever play a game called "red rover come over?" The rules were simple because all you did was make a chain with each team holding hands. Then you took turns trying to run through the other team's chain.

After a while you found out who was the weakest kid on the other team and you would not run through him. He was the weakest link in the chain.

In the same sense each one of us has a "weakest link." The activities everyone has one particular handicap that stands out. We all have a weakness, a common weakest link.

Christian has one too and it wasn't easy for him to stay up late with all the people and then leave early to pray. He had to struggle but he did it. He controlled his feelings.

If Christ had had the same amount of control on his feelings as you have on yours, how much would he have done? Would he have gone to the cross and died there?

Look to the great men of history and in each of them you'll find at least one common characteristic and that is controlling holiday periods and sacrifices came them. Not because they were weak but because they had that responsibility.

If you build your life upon how you will feel later it will be too late. You must prepare yourself to be taken over, called upon in various circumstances. Your accomplishments will be based upon much which is not the way you feel right now.

Last week's editorial stated that the Traffic Committee that met last Friday was formed and has been active since last spring and has met regularly. The committee was formed late last November, and weather, the way you slept, and even on how the morning toast turned out.

There are dangerous odds to bet on in this game of life we all play, but they aren't the only ones. If you choose, you can become the master of your feelings. You can decide what kind of day you'll have. You can order the kind of life you want to have.

To begin this type of living, send your request daily to your highest authority, and be prepared to accept Christ in his own Son Jesus Christ. Delivery will not be subject to a six-to-eight week delay.

The practical principle that we need to consider when we are dealing with our feelings is to realize that all humans are fallible. In essence, we must control our feelings and not allow them to control us.

The distinction between those might be seen more clearly in an example. The alarm rings and you reach up to shut it off. You never faced with a dilemma as to what you are going to do next. Your feelings are advising you to stay in bed and sleep for another 45 minutes. You consider this plan of action but your better judgment is telling you to get up and go to that eight o'clock class.

If you stay in bed, then your feelings have won another battle and the implication is that those feelings control you. If you struggle out of bed and go to class, then you are one step closer to becoming the boss over your feelings.

This is a simple illustration, but the truth of it is that in most people do pretty much what they feel like doing.

The principle you must adhere to is demonstrated beautifully in the life of Jesus. In Mark 3:15 Christ is found healing people late into the night. A few verses later we find Christ leaving early the next morning to pray before the day begins.

A look at new song releases

By Bill Millern

A torrent of records has been tossed during the pre- and post-prom period. A plethora of material now dots the musical landscape.

As the Biblical proverb and the song "Take Me In Your Arms" so aptly puts it: "For every there is a season." A season is in financial, farming and record buying. The season now is for the new songs.

Queen: "A Day at the Races" (Elektra 65-010) - This British rock group should claim its share of a resurgent rock market with a primo release, which should create a rush for new followers for them. It may mark a big commercial breakthrough on the heels of their strong first album.

Not only is Queen able to fuse that dry British satirical wit into their work, but they also know when to take themselves seriously and when not to. Humor and parody are ingredients in a collection of songs that run far ahead of the old standby love-song formula. "You Take My Breath Away," barber shop love-song parody. "Somebody to Love" is already charting and features good gospel choir harmonizing. "Brown Sugar" is an offbeat piece about the trauma of middle age and the feeling that time has passed one by. I found "White Man," suggestive of the innocent noble savage image in looking at the plight of the American Indian, to be a little strained. But in total this album is a fine effort. If you are into this type of rock, Queen would be a good way to start off this year's record buying.

Fifth Column

Federal groups emphasize activities

Fifth Column announced last week several fascinating subjects to be dealt with in weeks to come.

This week, however, something of such overwhelming importance has come up that I feel previous notes will have to take second place so as to better serve the student body.

This week marks the Winter Festival honoring the basketball team and, incidentally a number of attractive activities that are being offered. Those who are marched through the chapel period for our mutual edification. Knowing how the student body loves such festivities, and seeing as how the football team already has Homecoming to serve as their glorification spectacle-which we at Fifth Column would like to take this opportunity to suggest a few additional festival beauty pageants and other parades.

The Water Festival. This ignores spectacle would be focused on the great contributions to student life made by the swimming teams, various names for queen of the Water Festival would be chosen (by some on going to every swimming), foot and tossed into the new pool (drowning long enough hours, of course) and then one who remains the longest would be drenched and crowned a queen. In case of a tie, the one who floats highest in the water would be judged the winner.

The Koner's Klassic held in support of the bowling team, this celebration affords the advantage of requiring the selection of not one but two queens. Queen number-one would be selected as the entrant whose shape most closely resembles a bowling pin. Queen number-two would be awarded a special glorification named most like a bowling ball. As a grand finale, the winner of the queen-number-two position could be used to knock down the runners-up for the queen-number-one offers.

The Annual Blister and Bunion Sore Feet Festival. As a tribute to the boys and girls from the foreign countys, this gala would take its motif from the beloved comic strip of childhood legend of Cinderella. The jillions of girls who wear a size 14 triple E track shoe and then have putting on their boots by not only through chapel but for a few more laps as well.

And finally, The Fifth Column and the University planning committee have already begun work on the already intriguing idea of the priceless slaves at the keyboard, the queen of this festival would be the girl who could find the most timely lines in this column over the winter.
Intern helps women find roles

Dowd shares campus ministry

by Kathy Robinson

The College Church of Christ, out of concern for "the mental and spiritual well-being of Harding students," recently appointed Mrs. Kay Dowd, the former Beverly Chaste, to work directly with Terry Smith in campus ministry.

Beverly also works with Jim Harding, Randy Mullis and Bob Nelson. They are all "interns" under the direction of the elders of College Church. She says that this position "gives her opportunity to help in teaching the secondary level, and will probably become a teacher.

Beverly also works with Jim Harding, Randy Mullis and Bob Nelson. They are all "interns" under the direction of the elders of College Church. She says that this position "gives her opportunity to help in teaching the secondary level, and will probably become a teacher.

Beverly believes that her major help her to realize how very different people are and why.

"One thing that has always impressed me when I read and study about people is that Jesus is able not only to 'fit' each life, but can actually be the Lord of such a diversity of people," she said.

Beverly does not plan to go into professional counseling and really doesn't consider herself to be a "counselor" now, but rather "an encourager, a good ear, or a friend." She feels the Lord has taught her some good things that she can share with others.

She is, however, certified to teach on the secondary level, and will probably become a teacher.

Beverly explained that she spends the mornings at home with her husband, and also spends "at least a couple of hours a day getting some time in the Word." She uses the afternoon and evenings to get out and meet with students.

She may be reached either at home or by leaving a message at the College church office. She is eager to help, enthusiastic and sincerely interested in young people and helping them with their needs.

She had the problem of finding a part of the Lord's body here and at home," she said. She commented that she had once had the problem of finding her role in the Church, and went to help college women find theirs. One way of doing this, she feels is to make opportunities for these college women to be in touch with some of the older women of the congregation.

Mrs. Dowd majored in social science while at Harding, which she feels has a lot to do with the present internship. "I love the social sciences because they deal while at Harding, which she feels has a lot to do with the present internship. "I love the social sciences because they deal with humans - their past, present and future," she said. She pointed out that in social sciences, you learn that one's environment, both physical and cultural, has a lot to do with the way he lives. Beverly feels that things she has learned through her major help her to realize how very different people are and why.
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Bisons crush AC Scots 77-63 behind Gardner

by Jim Warren

The Bisons rallied, however, behind stellar performances
from All-American forward
Butch Gardner and guard
Jerry Morgan to outscore Ozarks 90-63 in the second half. Gardner
finished with 23 points and 10
rebounds while Morgan added 21 points in what Bucy termed "the
best game of his career.

Guarda Stan Edwood and
Monte Hazelbaker added 17 and 10 points respectively to the
Bison cause. Johnny Keaton
led Ozarks with 33 points.

The Bisons averaged an early
season loss to non-conference foe
Evangel College of Springfield,
Mo., 83-79 here Saturday night.

Harding jumped out to a 49-41
halftime lead behind Gardner's
30 first period points and coasted
to the victory. Evangel never got
closer than six points in the
second stanza until a shot at the
buzzer cut the final margin to
four.

Gardner finished with 27 points
and 12 rebounds while Morgan
netted 22 and Baker 15. Morgan
also picked up 10 assists.

Individual Bison efforts were
overshadowed by a superb eff()rl
by Crusader forward Leon Neal,
who hit 14-28 field goals and
finished with 35 points.

Monday night saw the Bisons
limit Arkansas College to 23 first
half points here and cruise to
their fourth consecutive victory
77-63.

"The first 30 minutes of that
ballgame we played defense the
way it ought to be played," Bucy
said.

He noted the Scots came into
the game hitting on 50 percent of
their shots from the field and
were limited to 35 percent by
Harding in the first half.

"The games you have poor
shooting," Bucy continued, "you're playing somebody who is
in your face all the time."

Gardner led the Bisons with 28
points and 13 rebounds. In addi-
tion, he moved into fourth place
on the all-time AIC scoring list
with 2,136 points.

Baker and Hazelbaker tallied
15 and 13 points respectively for
the Bisons. Clifton Avant led
the Scots with 23 points and 15
rebounds.

The Bisons will travel to
Magnolia to battle Southern
Arkansas Monday night and
return to face Hendrix here
Thursday.

Crawford shines on two-mile run

Fourteen schools and track clubs
were represented at the
Harding "all-ores" indoor
track meet Saturday at the
Harding gymnasium.

Teams and clubs representedour states from Tennessee,
Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas.

The meet included a two mile
masters run in which competitors
over 30 years of age ran.

The standout of the meet
however was former Harding All-
American track star Jim
Crawford who won the two mile
run with a time of 8:57.47.

Coming in second was
Harding's Marshall Grade
finishing with a 9:32.

The next meet for the
Bisons will be tomorrow when they
will host the AIC Invitational
beginning at 11:00 a.m.

Bison Firsts

High Jump (6-7) — Steve Celnor-
Unsuit.

2 Mile Run Special (8:57.47) —
Jim Crawford-Unsuit.

2 Mile Run (9:41.31) —
Phili Hoseck-Harding

Bison center David Baker rolls into the lane with a hook shot for two points against Evangel College. Baker finished with 15 in the Harding victory.